Kent Fraud Alert System
Beware of Covid 19 vaccination scams

With the start of the roll out of vaccines for Covid 19, we are aware that this will present
opportunities for fraudsters to commit fraud by contacting people by Telephone, text, email and
cold calling to offer the vaccine in return for a fee. If you do re ceive any contact of this nature it is a
scam. People who receive the vaccine will not be required to pay for this or
supply personal data/banking details or PIN numbers.
Beware of possible phone calls to book non-existent vaccine appointments,
where you are asked to confirm a booking by pressing a number on their
phone which results in you being billed by their provider, with a high value
call.
As always, remember never click on any links requesting personal
data/banking details.
Please report suspicious instances to Action Fraud. If you feel you may have
fallen victim to this type of scam already, then please contact your Bank and
report to Police by calling 101.
Remember our ABC message and Never Assume or Believe and always
Confirm by calling the appropriate organisation on a trusted number using
a different telephone that you were called on.
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DPD Phishing Email
This current phishing scam is still very prevalent and I have been notified by a number of people
receiving the scam email this week.
As you can see in the example below, the sender's email address is not one of the following:
dpd.co.uk, dpdlocal.co.uk or dpdgroup.co.uk. This is an easy way to spot if the email is a scam. If the
email address does not follow this format exactly, it is a scam and must not be opened.
Other indications are the use of poor language, with badly written sentences with spelling and
grammatical errors. They will request you to click a link, in order to obtain your personal and
financial data.
Remember ABC and never click on any links and if you receive any
suspicious emails, please forward to report@phishing.gov.uk
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DVLA Phishing Scam
I have had a couple of reports in the last few days about this old favourite.
The email states that you need to click a link to update your details or pay DVLA money. If you
receive this, it is a scam.
Please be aware that DVLA do not send emails with links. Therefore, any emails received asking you
to click on a link from DVLA is a scam, do not click the link and report to report@phishing.gov.uk
The below is a current version of the scam.
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Online Shopping Fraud
£775 was the average loss by victims of online shopping fraud last Christmas. I do not know about you, but
this would have been my entire budget for presents and I could not afford such a loss. Therefore, if you or
someone you know is shopping online this festive season, then please click on the
following Action Fraud web page for top tips to buy online securely and please
share with family and friends. It might save them money and they can buy you a
bigger present.

https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/shoponlinesafely

